Bhavacakara walkthrough Plot 1
This walkthrough is for plot 1. Updated for 1.0.0.
Plot 1 is short but busy. It offers no side quest and is heavily war-ridden.

Quests list
Plot branch choice 1 (Juan fights for Etonia)
1. Meet Mayor Jack: If you’ve chosen to fight for Etonia, then you will
head over to Ezona and meet Jack. It’s important to note that Juan can
no longer freely explore the world. He will be restricted to upper part
of Alcella (Valura and Alca) and some parts of Etonia (Ezona, Eton, Ryin
and Loche).
Now, head over Ezona and meet Jack and then talk to Leona where
Baba will join you. Baba is a merc, meaning you now have another
tank. It is strongly advised to turn Juan into a fighter at this point for
extra damage.
2. Operation Alpha: Once you’ve explored the invaded Eastern Etonia,
Jack will start “Operation Alpha” which is to rescue the Gignac house
from Dolle. The Gignac members have decided to stay behind and likely
perish when invaded. Juan’s job is to convince them to flee and rebuild
a new city in Ezona region. If you’ve done side quest 26, Marielle will
give you the best long bow and a good small shield when you talk to
her.
3. Operation Beta: Once the first operation is taken care of, Jack hands
second phase of his operation. This time, Juan is to head over to Loche
and see if there are any survivors. If any, tell them to get out. Once
done, report back.
4. Operation Gamma: Your next task is to check in Ryin. At this point,
Eastern Etonia is heavily invaded. You will have a hard time getting
around and Eton is nearly completely surrounded by invaders.
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5. Operation Delta: Jack orders his men to build a fortress gate at Ezona
pass. Invasion armies notice Jack’s intent and attempts to meddle in.
Juan’s job is to repel them.
6. Marriage (Optional): After Operation Delta, Jack gives you some time
off. And if you have done side quest 37 before triggering the plot
branch, you now can marry Sue if she is still in your party.
1. If you have completed Gina’s husband quest line, Samuel and Gina
will be invited to the wedding.
2. If you have done Michael’s new bird, he and Glenn will also be
invited.
3. Marielle will be invited. Her husband, the son of the Gignac will also
join if you let her marry him.
4. The Cyro doctor will also be present if you’ve done his quest. It’s
mystery how he found out on such a short notice.
Now, talk to Maco to advance the quest. Then go back and vam! Juan is
now married to Sue.
7. Reformed Red turban bandits (AKA Maco rangers): This quest
becomes active once you explore Western Etonia. Talk to the displaced
people in Maco and New Dolle and then go back to Jack for a new
mission. He will tell you visit Maco for the next mission and she will tell
you to defeat 4 enemy patrols in Eastern Etonia. Do so and report back.
8. Operation Zeta: Jack will tell you Eton is about to or has already fallen
but Ezona fortress gate is only half done. He is worried and wants Juan
to check on the progress. However, just as he tries to leave, a
messenger rushes in and reports that Eton has fallen. He also reports
strange creatures coming out of ground at night and are attacking
Ciznian and Jordian troops which forced both nations to withdraw
some of its troops due to their mainland being attacked by the
creatures.
Jack admits it is an unexpected turn of event but he is glad that he is
earning time to complete the fortress. Jack asks Juan to investigate
what “strange creatures” are. Go to Eastern Etonia and wander a bit.
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You will encounter some of those creatures. Once you deal with one of
them, report back.
9. Peace before storm: You get a little break before the final mission.
Ezona weapon and armor shop is restocked. The shop will have new
weapons that are just below LQ Black iron weapons. Though you
should really have LQ black iron weapons by this point. Dispatch 10
enemy patrols (the strange creatures don’t count) to pass the time. You
should really be level 40+ at this point or you will probably fail the final
mission.
10. Operation Eta (Final): Jack informs Juan that the fortress is complete
and Ciznian army is matching toward it. Jordin force is curiously
missing.
Jack asks Juan to keep enemies away from the gate.
Maco and her rangers arrive after the third wave. Jack and his men will
arrive at the fifth wave at which point the ending sequence begins.
Jack and Gravi (A diplomat from Cizna) negotiate a formal peace with
Jack. Jack concedes the whole Eastern Etonia (Eton, Ryin, Dolle, Loche,
Vollin) but earns recognition as the new monarchy of what is left of
Etonia (Ezona, Maco, Tobas, New Dolle).
Once the negotiation is over, Juan will talk to Jack in Ezona. Juan is
worried that something sinister and big is going on but Jack dismisses
his concerns. He declares Juan the crown prince of New Etonia and
grants him right to found a new village.
** If Sue is not present, Jack will ask Juan to marry Maco instead.
Enjoy the short ending sequence. 

And the plot branch 1 is over.
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